Well written.

Hope I am supplying requested comments correctly via email in relation to NTIA-2021-0001.

Two comments:

- Page 4 Operational Use cases “...and can lay the foundation to detect software supply chain attacks” – should it also state “foundation to detect and protect operating environments”?
- Page 5 Data Fields – Not sure “Cryptograph Hash” should be a minimum requirement. I see this as an optional but important element.

Thanks,
Les
The Request for Comments offers an initial proposal for the minimum elements for feedback, building on existing work from the community. This approach centers on three broad, inter-related areas: data fields, operational considerations, and support for automation. Focusing on these three areas will enable an evolving approach to software transparency, and serve to ensure that subsequent efforts will incorporate more detail or technical advances. The Request also asks about a range of related issues that may require consideration for broader SBOM implementation.


The deadline for Comments will be 15 days after the official publication in the Federal Register. We will share an update after official publication to give the exact due date.

Please don't hesitate to reach out if you have any questions.

allan

This email was sent to those who have expressed interest in NTIA's cybersecurity multistakeholder activities. More information about the current initiative is available at: https://www.ntia.doc.gov/SoftwareTransparency
To subscribe or unsubscribe, please contact afridman@ntia.gov.